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Abstract 
In this paper we analyse a linear functional defined in the space of Laurent polynomials which can be considered as 
a generalization f the Lebesgue functional. We study the regularity and the semiclassical character of the functional and 
we construct the corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials. 
Also, we obtain the differential equation that this family and the associated polynomials of first order satisfy. 
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In the l inear space of Laurent  polynomials  A we define a linear and Hermit ian functional 
: A ~ C which can be considered as a general ization of the Lebesgue functional. 
We recall that £! is called regular (positive definite) if the principal minors A. of the matr ix of 
moments  M = (~(zi-J))ij~ ~ = (ci- j ) i , j~ are nonsingular (positive definite) and £! is Hermit ian if 
~(z") = ~(z-").  
Definition 1. For  p e N with p >~ 1 and a e C with [al v a 1 we define the l inear functional ~" A ~ C 
as follows: For  k >1 0, 
I 
1, k=0,  
9. (z* )=c ,= a t, k= jp  where je~-{0},  
/0, otherwise 
and for k < 0, 9.(z k) = 9.(z-k). 
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Since for a = 0, ~2 is the functional induced by the Lebesgue measure, we only analyse the case 
a-C0.  
Theorem 2. I f  we denote by { A, }n >~ 0the sequence of the principal minors of order n + 1 related to ~, 
it holds: 
Ao = 1, A1 = 1 . . . . .  Ap- i  = 1 and Ap+k = (1 --  la12) k+l  Vk/>0. 
Therefore 9~ is regular, and for lal < 1, ~ is positive definite. 
Proof. First we prove that the principal minors verify the following relations: 
2 
Ap+k-  1 Vk  ~ 1. Ao=l ,  A1=1 . . . . .  Ap - l= l ,  A v=l - la l  2 and Av+k=Av+k_2 
We distinguish two cases depending on p = 1 or p > 1. 
Case I: For  p = 1 the moment  matrix associated to ~ is 
'1 a a 2 ... a" .\ 
!1 
d 1 a ... a"-  1 
M ~ . . . .  . 
(~n ~n- 1 ~n-- 2 ... 1 
I" 
Then it is obvious that Ao = 1 and A1 = (1 - la12), and for k >~ 1 we have 
AI+ k = 
1 : a ... a k : a l+k 
: 1 a k -  1 : a k 
~k ~ ~k-  1 1 : a 
~l l +k : ~lk . . .  a : 1 
In order to evaluate A 1 +k we apply a wel l -known property [5] of determinants: 
A, +kAy+k-2 = Adj(1, 1)Adj(k + 2, k + 2) - Adj(1, k + 2)Adj(k + 2, 1), 
where Adj(i,l) represents the adjoint of the element in place (i,l). 
Taking into account that 
Adj(1, 1) = Adj(k + 2, k + 2) = Ak 
and 
Adj(1,k + 2) = 0 (1) 
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we get 
Al+kA,+k-2 = Adj(1, 1)Adj(k + 2,k + 2) = A 2 
from which the result follows. 
Case II: For  p > 1 the moment  matrix associated to t3 is 
285 
M 
row p + 1 
column p + 1 column 2p + 1 
1 0 0 a 0 ... 0 a 2 ... 
. . .  
0 1 0 0 a ... 0 0 a 2 ... 
a 0 0 1 0 .-. 0 a 0 ... 
Then it is clear that 
A0 = 1, A 1 ----" 1, . . . ,Ap_  1 = 1. 
Proceeding in the same way as in the previous case we obtain 
Ap.det I = Adj(1, 1)Adj(p + 1,p + 1) - Adj(1,p + 1)Adj(p + 1,1) 
with det I = 1 since I is the identity matrix. 
Since 
Adj(1, 1) = Adj(p + 1,p + 1) = 1, 
Adj(1,p + 1) = - ~i = Adj(p + l, 1) (2) 
then 
Ap = 1 - la l  2. 
Next we evaluate d ap+k with 2 and k natural numbers greater than or equal to 1. 
We distinguish between two cases depending on k. If k is not a multiple of p (k ~/3) 
the last element in the first row is 0, otherwise the last element in the first row is a power 
of a. 
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(i) If k ~ ~ we may assume that k e { 1, 2, . . . ,  p - 1 }. We compute Aav+ k, 
column p + 1 column 2p + k + 1 
1 " . . .  0 a 0 . . .  0 . . .  a a -1  0 . . .  0 aZ . . .  :0  
row p + 1 -o 
Z2p+ k = 






~i ~ : 
1 a 
1 • 
0 " "1 
By applying the same proper ty  as in the previous cases we have 
Aap+kd~p+k-2 = A2v+k -1 -- Adj(1,2p + k + 1)Adj(2p + k + 1,1). 
For  comput ing  Ad j (1 ,2p+k+l )  it suffices to consider  the 
(2 - 1)p + k + 1 of Aav+k. 
Since row 2p + k + 1 is 
(0, ... ,0, d ~, 0 . . . .  ,0, ti ~-1, 0, . . . ,  ~, 0, ... ,1) 
column k + 1 column (2 -  1)p + k + 1 
co lumnp+k+l  
and row (2 -1)p+k+l i s  
(0, ... ,0 ,  ~2-1  0 . . . .  ,0 ,  ~2-2  O, . . . ,  1, O, ... ,a) 
column k + 1 column (2 - 1)p + k + 1 
co lumnp+k+ 1 
then 
rows 2p+k+l  and 
Adj(1,2p + k + 1) -- 0 (3) 
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and therefore 
2 A2p+kA2p+k_ 2 = A2p+k_ 1. 
(ii) If k = ~b it suffices to compute A~p where 2 ~ ~ with 2 > 1. 
row p + 1 --* 
A2p 
column p + 1 column (2 - 1)p + k 
1 " . . .  0 a 0 ... 0 ... aa -10  ... 0 . . .  ia a 
0 1 a 
0 : 
a ; t -a :  1 : 
0 
b 
: : 1 : 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . .  
a ~ : i l 
Proceeding in the same way as in the preceding cases we conclude 
AapAap-2 = AZp-a - Adj ( l ,2p  + 1)Adj(2p + 1, 1) 
with 
Adj(1,2p + 1) = 0 
and as a consequence we have the result. [] 
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(4) 
Theorem 3. For p e N with p ~> 1 and a e C - {0} with [a[ ~ 1, the sequence {~b,(z)}~ defined by 
4)k(Z) = Z k, O <~ k <<. p -  1, 
49p + ~(z) = ? (z ~ - a) Vk  >t 0 
is the monic orthogonal polynomial sequence related to 9. (MOPS (P~)). 
Proof. Since !~ is regular, there exists {~b,(z)}~ MOPS (~). To obtain this sequence we 
dist inguish between two cases in which we use the fol lowing result I-1]: 
~b,,(0)A,,-x = Adj(n + 1,1) -- Adj(1,n + 1) in d,,. (5) 
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Case I: For p = 1, we have 
= - -  
and Vk >~ 1 
¢ l+k(Z)  = 
I 1 a 1 z - - z - -a  
Ao 
1 a 
k ~k - 1 
Z 
° . o  





From (5) and (1), 
(91+k(O) Ak = Adj(k + 2, 1) = 0. 
By using Szeg6's recurrence relation [7] we obtain the result. 
Case II: For p > 1, proceeding in the same way as above we get 
?p,(z) = z ~ Vn such that O ~< n ~< p-1  
and since 
i 0 ... a 
0 -.- 0 
2 ... Z p 
Cp(Z) = 
Ap-1 
by applying (5) and (2) we have 49(0) = - a. Then we obtain c~p(z) by using the recurrence 
relations. 
To obtain the other polynomials we proceed in the way as for constructing ~p(Z) by using (3) 
and (4). [] 
Def in i t ion  4. Let u:A ~ C be a regular and Hermitian linear functional. 
We define the sequence of associated polynomials of first order, {~b~.l)(y)}~ by 
~b~"l)(Y) = u°lu(c~"+l(z)z- -~"+l(y!)  Vn >10, 
where {~b.(z)}~ is the MOPS (u) and Uo = u(1) I-2]• 
By using the above definition we obtain, in the following result, that the associated poly- 
nomials of first order related to our functional are the classical polynomials {z"}~. 
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Theorem 5. The sequence of  associated polynomials of  f irst order corresponding to sequence 
° is 
Proof. By using the previous definition we have, for 1 ~< k < p, 
Wk+lrh(1) Y)= ~(~k(Z)-z--~k(Y))_ = ~(zk-1 _.}_ yzk-2 _l_ _t_ yk-1) = yk-1 
and, for k >~ 1, 
( ) IP+~ -1 - l - j )  I k£1z jyk)  dptpl~+k_l(y ) = 9..dPv+k(Z) -- dpp+k(Y) = ~d zJy p+k -- a~d -1 - j  
Z y \ j=O \ j=O 
p+k-1 k-1 
= Z cjy p+k-1 - j  -- a ~, c~y k - ' - i  (6) 
j=O j=O 
To prove that Wp4-k-'4q(1) I Y) = yp+k-~ we use aC~p = c(j+l)p Vj e ~ - {0}, which follows from 
Definition 1. 
I f k~<pthen0~<k-1  <~p- landp~<p+k-1  ~<2p- l .  Therefore in the first term of the 
second member of (6) the only addends different from zero are those corresponding to Co and 
cp. In the second term appear only the addends corresponding to Co: 
dptl) - I (Y )  = coy p+k-1 d- Cpy k-1 - acoy k-1 = yp+k-1  p+k 
If k />p+ 1 then 3r~,  r>~2, k~[p+l ,  rp]. And thus p~<k-  l~<rp-1  and 
2p ~<p + k - 1 ~< (r + 1)p - 1. 
Since in the first sum, the only terms different from zero are those corresponding to 
Co, cp, c2p, .. . ,  c,p and in the second those corresponding to Co, cp, c2p, ..., ctr-~)p, then like in 
the previous case we get the result. [] 
Next we analyse the semiclassical character of the functional ~. First of all recall the 
following definition [63. 
Definition 6. ~ is a semiclassicalfunctional if there exist polynomials A(z) and C(z) such that the 
series G(z) -- y~ + ~ Ck z -k  (Z ---- e i°) satisfies the following equation: 
zA(z)G'(z) + iC(z)G(z) = O. 
Theorem 7. ~ is a semiclassical functional, verifying the above definition with 
A(z )=(1-~zn) (z  p -a )  and C(z) - -  ip(~iz 2p-a) .  
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Proof. Since the series G(z) associated with ~2 is 
G(z) . . . .  + ~"z "p + ... + ~2z2p + dz p + 1 + az -p  + a2z -2p + ... + a"z -"p + ... 
then 
+oo 
G(z)(1 - tiz p) = (1 - [a [  2) ~ aJz- JP;  (7) 
j=O 
therefore for l al ~ 1. 
If we multiply (7) by z p and by a, we conclude, from both expressions: 
a(z)(1 - dzV)(z p - a) = (1 - la l2 )z  p. (8) 
By taking derivatives in (8) with respect to z: 
G'(z)(1 - dzV)(z p - a) + G(z ) (  - 2dpz 2p-1 + (1 + lal2)pz p-l) -- p(1 - [al2)z p-1 (9) 
and by mult iplying (9) by z and (8) by p we obtain 
pG(z ) (~z  2p - a) - zG ' (z ) (1  - dzP)(z  p -  a) = O. 
Then it is clear that this expression verifies the previous definition with 
A(z)  = (1 - dzP)(z  p - a) yC(z )  = ip(~z 2p - a). [] 
Finally we obtain the differential equation satisfied by the MOPS (~). 
Theorem 8. The sequence {~b,(z)}~ verifies the fo l low in9  differential  equation: 
z2~b"(z) + z(1 - 2n + p)dp'.(z) + n(n - p)dp.(z) = 0 Vn >t O. 
Proof. F rom Theorem 3 follows 
c~p+k(Z) = z p+* - az* Vn >>. O. (10) 
If we take derivatives in the preceding expression and we take into account (10) we get 
zdp'p+k(Z) -- kdpp+k(Z) = pz p+k. (11) 
Again, by taking derivatives in (11) and by mult iplying by z we obtain 
Z2~)p+k(Z) "~- z(1 - -  k)q~'v+k(Z ) -~ p(p + k)z  p+k (12) 
From (11) and (12) we deduce 
zZdp'~+k(Z) + z(1 -- 2k - p)dp;+k(Z) + k(p + k)dpp+k(Z) = 0 'Tk >>, O. 
By putt ing p + k = n we obtain the expression of the statement for all polynomials of degree 
greater than or equal to p. On the other hand, by taking into account hat ~b,(z) = z", 0 ~< n < p, 
it is easy to verify that these polynomials atisfy the equation too. [] 
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